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Across 

3.    Doctor Ferguson discoves that President  
       Ferrago has a _____ on his brain and needs  
       an immediate operation.  
7.    A letter written to Dr. Ferguson stating that  
       Helen has been kidnapped and that he should  
       let the dictator die is intercepted by Ferrago's  
       ____ .  
9.    Ramon Novarro, who played Colonel  
       Adragon, was an idol on the _____________  
       early in his career. (two words)  
10.  The name of the dictator of the nameless  
       Latin American country in which the movie  
       "Crisis" takes place  
13.  Crisis was originally banned in this country  
       that is a neighbor of the United States.  
14.  Cary Grant told MGM that he would play the  
       leading role in Crisis, but only if it was directed  
       by Richard ______ .  
15.  Gilbert Roland also plays the part of Serge  
       Stanieff in this 1933 Cary Grant movie  
        (four words)  
16.  Dr. Ferguson and his wife _____ are in Latin  
       America because they are on vacation.  
19.  Dr. Ferguson's wife is kidnapped by the  
       ______________ and they try to use her to 
       blackmail the brain surgeon into killing  
       Ferrago on the operating table.  
20.  Ferrago survives the brain surgery but  
       stress, excitement, and sudden movement  
       when the palace is under attack cause him  
       to die of a _________ , a copious discharge  
       of blood from the blood vessels.  

Down 

1.    At the beginning of the movie, a car _______  
       takes place outside a sporting event,  
       frightening Dr. Ferguson and his wife.  
2.    George Tabori wrote the story, The ________ ,  
       on which Crisis was based.  
4.    Eugene and Helen Ferguson were  
       kidnapped by the president's troops and  
       taken to the capital by _____ .  
5.    The part of Raoul Ferrago is played Jose ______  
6.    Vicente Gomez plays the background  
       music in Crisis using this instrument ______  
8.    Crisis was also known in the USA by the  
       working title _____ .  
11.  Lacking water on the train, Eugene  
       Ferguson uses ________ to brush his teeth.  
12.  Ferguson's occupation (two words)  
17.  A person holding complete autocratic control  
       who rules absolutely and often oppressively  
18.  To seize and detain or carry away by  
       unlawful force or fraud and often with a  
       demand for ransom  
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